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The Water Keepers is a documentation excerpt of a live performance in succession to the 
Water Diviners workshop with Jumana Emil Abboud.  

The performance took place on the Abu al-Adham hillside in ‘Ein Qiniya village, six 
kilometers from Ramallah, Palestine, and in collaboration with Sakiya 
art/science/agriculture.  

The live performance was a culmination of the extended workshop focusing on seven natural 
– and endangered – springs attributed to the hillside. The workshop and event – both 
documented in this video excerpt – were part of a long-term residency with Sakiya 
Art/Science/Agriculture.  

Throughout the performance, the Water Diviners exchange words, stories, live drawing 
practices, and participatory actions; tools that are activated to translate our relationship to 
water and to the natural springs from a position of rediscovery and entitlement. Similar tools 
are experimented with throughout a preceding long-term workshop, and selected workshop 
outcomes are now shared within the three-part performance. 

 

*Caption: Part I: The space between:  Beginning with a 20-minute collective walk 
ascending the valley from ‘Ein al-Balad (town spring) toward Sakiya, together 
vocalizing our experience with the water springs in the valley. 

*Caption: ‘Ein al-Balad (the town spring), ‘Ein Qiniya 

We welcome you to walk with us. We have turned on the portable speaker so you may hear 
us; a new form of storytelling. I have reading sheets to give you if you wish to follow us, for 
those interested in participating as well, so you can speak the words together with us. 

Is anyone interested in reading with us? 

 

  

 

 

[Group reading collectively] 



The trunk is as soft as silk,  

seeds cling to your hands like pigment,  

pinks blend with nature tones and grey stones, tender, sensitive, pleasant, and soft 

she has a large nose and two eyes,  

Three times my height and 100 times my size, 

A home for lizards and insects,  

they hide in the cracks, where weeds and plants grow too,  

A cracked nose that she may lose very soon, 

On the outside, you can see a myriad of grey shades, while on the inside, golden hues, 

It differs depending on how you look at it, 

big, small, four rings like an army, orange and black, with 8 legs, slow, mobile, constructed, 

impermanent, warm, hard, carved, inscribed, tactile, 

room, cold, fig, deep, confessions, desire, adventure, gazelle,  

‘aaaaa (Arabic alphabet pronunciation), 

Challenge, provocation, Loquat, stream, barefoot, community, noise, splatter, iron door, 

rotation, meeting point, arrival,  

path, one foot to the right and the other left,  

two brown lines and a green one in the center, leader director, trekking path, waterway, 

counter, elevated flat rock, hung in the air, two halves, observer, cold path, acrobatic 

movements,  

*Caption: ‘Ein Qiniya village, Ramallah in the distance  



sweet taste, flow, mass gathering, mysterious, refuge, network, fear, three, revival, piece of 

cloth, fleas, myths, women, sacrifice, renewal, history, a dripping hose,  

I am there for all of them, I can barely keep up 

I discover my source, seven sheep,  

groups and gatherings, concealed paths, layers, sunset, milestones, departure and return, 

magic of the place, lambs and dogs, donkeys, siesta, relaxation, bees, chirping 

bending, slope, smooth ground, clear sky, frozen time,  

overlapping circles, echo, beautiful scene that leads you to the edge,  

burbling water that hypnotizes humans, floating items, scattered spots,  

herd of goats, buried, greenery, disguised, small stones and big rocks,  

leveled, blocked layers, protrusions, domicile, a ray of light,  

figs, almonds, and olives,  

a cave in the square. Holy water, freedom, the same place,  

different, superior to nature, inferior to nature,  

a cave, burgundy barrel door, underground, cool and small,  

algae, almonds, castle, leakage, fragrance, orderly, seat, spider web, low,  

bright yellow, rough, on the edge,  

narrow, vanished, a trick, the end, a pit,  

ridges, tilled land where olive trees are planted,  

movement without question, the fish story,  



the pine tree, the bucket, mirror reflection, rooftop of the lower house, heights. 

*Caption  

Part II: Anthropology of the Eye: Storytelling performance and interaction at 
Sakiya’s upper house amphitheater.  

We call out the names of the springs and we share new stories inspired by folk tales 
and deep observation of the springs’ present-day environment.  

Near the water sources, we had collected random findings – leaves, twigs, stones – 
and we translate our experience of water now by drawing our findings, utilizing 
instinct, imagination, and play.  

 

[Performers speaking] 

‘Ein Abu al-Adham, please rise 

Hello. Your name is the land of affliction, the meeting point, the arena of steadfastness 

An adventure takes us to this place, 

a place without boundaries. 

without conflict 

we meet here and we abandon the past 

we each take off our shoes and jump into the flowing water 

here you can see gazelles, talking to you with their eyes 

leading you to safety, to a world without conflict. 

You have a second name, it is Adnan. 

One chilly morning, thunder shook the earth 

while I was standing in front of Adnan face to face 

I was intimidated by his immensity and his sharp features, 

suddenly, lightning struck Adnan’s head and he became alive 

he opened his eyes, rose to his feet, looked at me and said, 

Leave, go back to your home and family, take shelter there, and let the other vulnerable 
species hide inside me from the storm. 



[Performer reads] 

‘Ein Um al-Rumman or ‘Ein al-Janayen [Mother of Pomegranate or Gardens spring], 

Your name is also the missing picture 

a fox, dogs, pomegranates,  

fox, dogs, pomegranates, insects 

insects, dogs, a fox, pomegranates. 

*Caption: ‘Ein al-Janayen (Gardens spring) overlooking ‘Ein Qiniya 

pomegranates, the sound of water, fox, and dogs, 

the sound of water, stairs, fox, pomegranates, farmers, comfort, cold. 

Indeed,  

I am like a mother’s bosom, giving peace and serenity to all. 

But they call you by another name – what is your real name?  

My real name … Charmer. 

Charmer? Why did they call you so?  

Because anyone who passes me becomes enchanted by me,   

and falls within me. 

*Caption: Haj Canaan garden in ‘Ein Qiniya which is fed by the Janayen spring 

And is it true that you are the bearer of an enchanting fruit? 

Correct....her colour is like pearl, or not exactly pearl-like, 

though she is more valuable. 

If I eat from the fruit...what will happen to me? 

What is inside you will be revealed 

whatever it may be, 

its effect differs from one to another.  

Once I heard that someone ate from the magic fruit, 

and he had three hundred boys. 



Right,  

and some have one thousand. 

How old are you? 

I’m very old. 

How old? 

A number not yet invented. 

You mean more than one thousand? 

Definitely. 

And how old are you? 

Today I am one hundred years old, 

But tomorrow I might be two hundred years old. 

Tomorrow I might be less than one thousand years old, 

they say whoever passes by me takes from my age, 

I like my visitors, but sometimes I do not, 

because they take from my lifetime. 

Thank you, Charmer. 

You’re welcome. 

[Religious verse to dispel evil is spoken from among the seated crowd] 

 

[Performers reading] 

‘Ein Boubin, please rise. 

Your name is al-Mahroosa [the protected], correct? 

Yes, and Mountain Sanctuary. 

Almost there … right foot then left.  

*Caption: ‘Ein Boubin (Boubin spring) between villages of ‘Ein Qiniya and ‘Ein ‘Ariq 

Mystery has always submerged this shelter of fear. 



Moving cautiously, 

A network of three children.  

This turning is bound to intensify, sounds increase,  

Each one of them, a soul. 

A water intersection, a sudden splash, rising giggles.  

*Caption: ‘Ein Qiniya village with military outpost and illegal settlement. 

Just like the land, it is said that those who claim to be her children are the perpetrators. 

An iron door blocks the view. 

She says, I want to revive the three of them.  

Water, figs, companionship, giggles, and more. 

Revive the three, for this is the mountain sanctuary. 

That is simply who she is, al-Mahroosa spring, she gives without taking. She gave so much 
that she was eventually taken …this al-Mahroosa!  

*Caption: Walking towards Abu al-Adham spring. 

 

[Performers speaking] 

‘Ein al-Shahoon 

Welcome! You are an Encyclopedia of Secrets, aren’t you? 

Yes, I am Gate of the Earth as well. 

I am a random group,  

Figs, almonds, and olives,  

The sky lights from the rock’s opening.  

I’m heading to a chamber carved in rocks 

A cave in the middle of a yard, buried under me 

layers formed throughout successive eras. 

Despite the path taken to reach me 

the cool atmosphere was refreshing. 



Camouflaged protrusions  

where light seeps, showing me its color tones. 

Above me is a rock cave, 

fig trees. 

in my depths and passages, wishes of my visitors flow, 

I water the trees and lemon orchards, 

and conceal your secrets inside the skin of their fruit. 

Green, red, earth tones, algae, pebbles, and rocks. 

 

[Performers reading] 

‘Ein al-‘Asfoura [the Bird’s Spring] 

‘Ein al Bayda [the White Spring] 

The bending path takes me to a foreign destination.  

I walk down endlessly until I finally see the street. 

Just like a traveler, I carry my backpack. 

My face is flushed with heat and sweat. 

Facing me, a white bright light calling,  

Come to me, you will find me here. 

I walk towards the light, and it suddenly disappears. 

It says, As of now you can look for me on your own. 

I start looking around, left and right. 

I walk for a while, and descend toward the darkness of the water pipes, and then look back at 
the other side. 

The beautiful scent of sage engulfs me, and I know that I have finally reached my destination. 

I rest, catch my breath and then I reach for my favorite food… chocolate.  

[Performers speaking] 

‘Ein al-Balad [the Town’s Spring] 



Welcome! You are a Playful Friend 

And I am like you, I am a playful friend too. 

I like to entertain passersby on the mountainous trail, 

as if she is saying, do you see me?  

I am here only to inspire you. 

I will not be an obstacle in your path. 

You will see me wherever you look.  

You will find me next to you in your hour of need, reassuring you. 

Try to stay with me, as I will go away for a few months,  

but I would love to see you next year. 

 

[Performers speaking] 

‘Ein al-Uweineh (the many tiny springs) 

Welcome! What is your name?  

My name is Rawyieh [storyteller]. 

The Gathering Spring too, no? 

That’s what they tell me.  

There is a thirst coming from the inside,  

a feeling of safety, that is all we need 

stones and cracks are no longer my refuge, 

where have you come from and where will you go now? 

A piece of cloth interlined in green ornament. 

fleas storm visitors and embark with them on a new trail 

you listen in silence to what is being said, and you draw a new history. 

The gazelle, ‘Khurafa’ [myth], was born under a tree bearing only three leaves,  

the tips of which were crumpled like a creased piece of cloth, 



Nearby, Siqaya [water-giver], from a crack in between the rocks, quenches their thirst and 
the thirst of their souls…  

with time, they grew old and became grandmothers.  

Khurafa (myth) passed away with her friend Adham.  

The tree, Tadhiya [sacrifice] covered them with roots and dirt composted out of her own 
leaves. 

Khurafa’s granddaughter, Rawyieh [storyteller]  

*Caption: Al-Uweineh (a tiny spring) and the ancient oak tree at Sakiya 
Art/Science/Agriculture 

would visit the graves of her grandmother and her friend Adham every morning,  

shortly after sunrise. She rests under the shade of Tadhiya (sacrifice),  

so she can quench her spirit, Siqaya (water-giver), with tales told to her by Tadhiya 
(sacrifice)  

she always leaves before the rest of the creatures arrive. 

If you listen carefully, you will hear these stories in your imagination, 

And if you go there at dawn, you will meet Tadhiya’s daughter, Rawyieh, quenching her soul 
under Abu Adham’s Oak Tree. 

 

We just shared a new tale inspired by al-Uweineh spring and we will now go to the spring. 
We asked you to register for the next part if you consent/do not consent to participate. May 
we ask those of you who did not register to follow us?  

*Caption 

Part III: The Sunset Ceremony: in which we are guided in silence and in chaos, to 
acknowledge all entities around us. Consenting adults trust the community of friends 
guiding them to walk towards al-Uweineh spring (tiny spring).  

 

[Referring to the embroidered names from performance part II] 

These embroidered names are the makings of Suha, who could not join us today, but she has 
made these embroidered names, and continues to work with me as part of my residency at 
Sakiya. 



We will pass you spoons, and you will hold them from each end between two persons, rather 
than holding your hands directly. 

Do not let go, you are now holding the spoon between you.  

You will follow us.  

Come on everyone, get up. 

Take a small step down, and another. Raise your foot. 

Are you sure your eyes are closed? 

Keep straight. 

Soon, we will come to a step, please tell the others. 

*Caption: Al-Uweineh spring, pool (the tiny spring) 

Blindfolded participants are guided to sit and to “see” the sunset with other senses; and to 
hear the presence of life forms around the water source. 

You can now untie the fabric and accept the magic of the scene before you. 

*Caption: Clashing spoons reference folkloric ritual whereby children sang the eclipse 
away with a melody of spoons, believing the eclipse to be a whale, about to swallow 
our entire universe. Here, we draw on the spoons to keep us from harm; to keep the 
warmth of sun for all; and to preserve our waters. 

 

**CREDITS 

This video documents the Water Keepers performance, which was a culmination of the 
Water Diviners workshop. The performance and workshop were part of Jumana Emil 
Abboud’s long-term residency with Sakiya Art/Science/Agriculture and is part of the artist’s 
ongoing practice and doctoral research at Slade School of Fine Art/University College 
London.  

The Water Diviners workshop invites collaborative and collective engagement with natural 
water sources through folk tale revisitations, through nature walks, imagination, and story-
making.  

Throughout the performance, the Water Diviners exchange words, stories, drawing 
practices, and participatory actions; tools that are activated in order to translate our 
relationship to water and to the natural springs from a position of rediscovery and 
entitlement.  



The Water Diviners are Jumana Emil Abboud, Raghad Saqfalhait, Lama Khatib, Haifa 
Zalatimo, Layla Taher, Amal Hajjaj, Zeina Nedal, Thurayya Shneina (Um Jum’a), Ali 
Shneina (Abu Jum’a),  Suha ‘Atta ‘Alqam, Rahaf and Tabaraq ‘Alqem, Sahar Qawasmi, Nida 
Sinnokrot, Issa Freij, Yusef Yacoub (Abu Omar), Ayoub Yacoub, Danna Masad, Tareq 
Abboushi, Yazan Salem, Salma Kharouba, Sa’ad Dagher, Canaan Mazar’a (Abu Ibrahim), 
Ishraq Awashra, and Amany Kattom. 

Camera: Jumana Emil Abboud, Haifa Zalatimo, Issa Freij 

Editing and sound: Issa Freij 

Translation and language editing: Samira Hammoudeh, Naila Hazboun, Burke Barrett 

This video work was realized in the framework of documenta fifteen, June 18–September 25, 
2022. 

Copyright: 2022 Jumana Emil Abboud  

 

Special Thanks  

I am grateful for the newborn friendships and lasting unions that penetrated throughout the 
making of this project, and that are essential to mention here; particularly for my new friends 
from ‘Ein Qiniya, for their openness, humility, community, steadfastness, and courage; 
grateful to Sahar and Nida for their dedication and vision; to Um Juma' and Abou Juma, 
time-traveling, tale-giving elders; to ‘Odai the young shepherd with deep-rooted eyes and 
unknown futures; to Haifa, Raghad, Lama, Layla, Amal, Zeina: your story, your water; to 
Yusef and Ayoub, trackers and guardians of the valley and her waters, past and present; to 
Haj Canaan, lover of land and water, cross-pollinator, grafting tree king; to Suha, for her 
magic hands that make the talismans possible; to Uriel for Augusto Boal introductions; to 
Sharon, Larne, and Dryden, for supervising my process throughout; to Issa for unwavering 
dedication; to Khadijeh because you are an angel; to my family, because you embrace my wild 
imaginings of water always. Thank you. 

 

 

 


